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DOWNTOWN EASTSIDE
GETS A MAKEOVER

Tensions run high as street vendors are ushered away from new condo building PAGE 3
The Sequel 138 in a gritty section of East Hastings Street in Vancouver features 79 pre-sold ‘affordable’ condos, 18 rental units and ground-floor commercial spaces.
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Street vendors’ move irks advocates
EAST HASTINGS:

But police say uptick in crime and traffic safety reasons for shift to legal sites

STEPHANIE IP

video

THE PROVINCE

On East Hastings, just steps from
Main, gritty brick buildings stand
tall, weathering anything and everything.
The Regent is one such building,
housing some of the area’s most
vulnerable. Its window panes are
stained with dust and dirt with
makeshift blinds created from haphazardly hung bedsheets.
Next door, the newly developed
Sequel 138, however, stands in stark
contrast with its windows still slick
with a film of fresh construction
dust. A vinyl banner hung above
second-storey suites advertises residential and commercial space, while
smaller signs in the windows of firstfloor commercial units read “Sold,”
one after the other.
There’s plenty for sale in the zero
block of East Hastings — but not if
you’re a street vendor, it seems.
Tensions in the Downtown Eastside
have been running high in recent days
following the city’s announcement
a larger police presence had been
directed to help usher street vendors
off the zero to 300-block East Hastings — where Sequel 138 is — and
into one of three legal street-vending
sites nearby set up by the city: 62 East
Hastings (known as Area 62), open on
weekdays, 501 Powell St. on Saturdays
and Pigeon Park on Sundays.
But area advocates are calling it displacement, pointing to the impending opening of Sequel 138 as the
city’s motivation.
“This seems like it’s one of the biggest crackdowns,” said Maria Wallstam of the Carnegie Action Project.
“This has been ongoing for years, but
now they want to clean up the streets
forever.”
For many, street vending is their
only means of survival.
The city and Vancouver police,
however, cite an uptick in crime in
the area and traffic safety as the reasons for the widespread move to get
people into legal vending sites.
Those in support of street vending say the legal sites are just “justification” for the displacement of the

Residents, the city and
local developers are
at odds once again in
Vancouver’s Downtown
Eastside. See the video
at theprovince.com

Edgar Alan Rossetti sells his paintings inside of what is known as the Area 62 Street Market in the
100-block East Hastings Street in Vancouver on Tuesday. ARLEN REDEKOP/PNG

homeless even though the VPD has
promised no tickets will be issued
to street vendors during the transition.
Wallstam was among those in
attendance at a meeting Tuesday
as almost 50 people packed a City
of Vancouver boardroom at the
Woodward’s Building to discuss the

issue. The meeting was intended to
share information with stakeholders
about the newly established DTES
Street Vending Project Team, which
includes members of the police.
According to city spokesman Tobin
Postma, invites to the meeting were
initially sent to about 15 relevant
stakeholder groups, including Rain-

city Housing and business improvement associations.
The Province was initially told
it would be “inappropriate” for a
reporter to attend.
The response from some community members and the larger-thanexpected turnout, however, seemed
to indicate an expectation a meet-
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ing of this sort should have been
open to the public with at least one
speaker using the word “secretive” to
describe Tuesday’s gathering.
Wallstam said the meeting wasn’t
as productive as it could have been,
noting many of the invited guests
were DTES non-profit service providers, but not street vendors.
At the suggestion the crackdown
on street vending was linked to the
opening of Sequel 138 and a possible
desire to clear the streets before new
residents moved in, a city staffer moderating the meeting claimed he wasn’t
aware of Sequel 138 until last week.
“To see those two things as unrelated? I don’t see that as being possible,” said Wallstam. “This is the biggest change coming to the neighbourhood for years and people have
been resisting it for years.”
Sequel 138 sits on the former Pantages Theatre site and features 79
market condos and 18 rental units,
the latter of which are owned by the
FJL Housing Society.
The market condos, spread across
six storeys, sold out by December 2013 and ranged in price from
$248,000 for one bedroom to
$392,000 for two bedrooms.
The project has been touted as
“affordable” downtown home ownership and had developed a unique
program with the Canada Mortgage
and Housing Corporation wherein
buyers are required to have an annual household income no more than
$85,000 a year.
Vancouver Coun. Andrea Reimer,
who was homeless as a teen, maintained the opening of Sequel 138 had
nothing to do with the recent moves
surrounding street vending.
sip@theprovince.com
twitter.com/stephanie_ip
— With files from Cheryl Chan
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